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INTRODUCTION
As more and more schools are moving away from the idea that any single textbook can be
a complete resource for teaching math, many teachers are beginning the practice of
meeting with students in small groups as part of their daily math workshop. Whether you
refer to this time as guided math, math exchanges, or simply small-group time, these small-
group conferences are critically important for teachers as they guide their students along a
continuum of conceptual understandings and strategies.

In How Did You Solve That? (a follow-up to the book Math Exchanges: Guiding Young
Mathematicians in Small-Group Meetings) teachers join math coach and kindergarten
teacher Kassia Omohundro Wedekind and second-grade teacher Rachel Knieling at Bailey’s
Elementary School for the Arts and Sciences, a diverse Title I public school in Fairfax
County, Virginia. Viewers get the chance to peek into Kassia’s and Rachel’s classrooms in
early November, during some of the school year’s first small-group meetings, after much of
September and October have been spent establishing strong instruction and expectations
in the rest of the math workshop. The teachers and students are now ready to dive deeply
into small-group problem solving and learn what it means to have significant mathemat-
ical dialogue that results in deeper understanding and more effective and efficient strate-
gies for solving problems. Viewers also have the opportunity to listen to Kassia and Rachel
reflect on some of these small-group conferences and think about their next instructional
steps.

Each small-group video conference is accompanied by a corresponding section in the
viewing guide. “Beyond the Numbers,” which accompanies each video vignette, explains
some of the background behind the problem, the students, and the small-group meeting.
In “Zooming in on Teacher Language,” you will read about the decision-making process
behind some of the facilitating language used by the teachers. “What Do You Think?”
provides an opportunity for readers (either on their own or with a group of colleagues) to
respond to the video vignettes and consider how they will influence their own practice.
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THE JEWEL PROBLEM: CLARIFYING THINKING 
(A JOINING PROBLEM)

Beyond the Numbers
Working with problems that are contextually meaningful to students sends a strong
message about the relevance and importance of math. For young children, this might be a
problem that has practical application (“How many granola bars will we need for snack?”)
or a problem—such as the one seen here—that appeals to their more playful, imaginative
world. At Bailey’s Elementary School, the Queen of Ten (see Chapter 6 of Math Exchanges
to learn more about the Queen) visits kindergarten classrooms every ten days to solve new
problems and introduce number sense routines to students. During this particular week
the students in Kassia’s class had received a visit from the Queen of Ten, who wanted to give
some magical jewels to her friend the Tiny King for his birthday. She asked students to
figure out how many jewels could fit into different-sized containers. This problem follows
up on that familiar context and asks students to join two different sets. Note that, although
Kassia uses two small boxes as tools to support storytelling and mathematical language that
is new to students, she does not actually model the two sets or offer students jewels as
manipulatives. It is important for students to bring their own strategies to the group and
represent them using tools with which they are familiar.

Zooming in on Teacher Language
“Do you remember part of the story?”
Retelling the story is an important part of the math exchange. It helps students to inter-
nalize structures of different story problems and to consider how they might begin to solve
the problem. By asking whether the students remember part of the story, Kassia honors
their approximations and encourages risk taking among these young mathematicians.

“Where’s the four jewels part on Umair’s hand?”
The students in this math exchange are just beginning to be able to attend to one another’s
ideas and strategies. By asking Chloe to use Umair’s fingers to explain the strategy, Kassia
is trying to get Chloe to clarify her own thinking. Later, Kassia uses a similar strategy when
she asks, “How did Chloe draw that, Umair?” and “That [the strategy you recorded] looks
a lot like Timmy’s, doesn’t it?” As the math exchanges continue in the coming weeks, Kassia
is looking for students to become more and more proficient at explaining their own strate-
gies and learning from the strategies of others. As that happens, there will be more dialogue
between students as they actively explain and compare their ideas and strategies, and Kassia
serves as facilitator and “idea highlighter” in these exchanges.

What Do You Think?
1. After this math exchange, Kassia is still wondering whether Umair understood the

problem and the finger-counting strategy, or if he was just repeating what Timmy
and Chloe had said. What would be your next steps to figure out whether Umair has
a strategy for solving problems like this one?

2. How does recording their strategies help these students clarify their thinking?
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3. Although he is still working on fully articulating his strategy, Timmy seems to be
using 5 + 2 to help him solve 4 + 3. What numbers might highlight a compensation
strategy such as this one in future math exchanges?

4. Random number guessing is a strategy often employed by inexperienced and young
problem-solvers. (Sometimes they do not know that problems require action and
thought to solve them—they think math is about guessing numbers!) How does
Kassia help students move away from random number guessing toward a strategy
that makes sense?
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THE CANDY CORN PROBLEM: PUSHING FOR UNDERSTANDING 
(A MULTIPLICATION PROBLEM)

Beyond the Numbers
It is common for students with beginning problem-solving strategies to be able to success-
fully model a problem yet remain unsure about exactly what we’re looking for as the solu-
tion. In this group, the children figure out how to model five cookies, each with three pieces
of candy corn on top—but they are not sure which part of the problem is the solution. Is
it the five cookies? The three pieces of candy corn? All fifteen pieces of candy corn? Kassia
pushes the students to think about what this problem is really about and what they—the
problem-solvers—must figure out.

Zooming in on Teacher Language
“Let me show you something mathematicians do.”
During this small-group meeting, Oscar draws many candies on each of his cookies but
later decides he needs only three on each cookie. Kassia wants to teach him a convention
for revising his thinking, so she shows him how to cross something out using a single line.
She also wants to teach him that mathematicians revise their thinking and make errors as
part of their everyday work, and that we should see this as part of the problem-solving
process rather than as a barrier to our work. Because her students use pens to show the
“footprints” of their thinking and recording, she teaches them to revise in a way that allows
them to see their previous thinking (by using one line to cross something out). You can’t
do that when you erase pencil marks or when you cross something out so many times that
you cannot see what was written originally. Note that Kassia uses the phrase “Let me show
you . . .” to demonstrate a convention, rather than any particular mathematical strategy or
understanding. She knows that students learn best when they construct understandings in
their own minds, based on experiences and interactions with classmates, rather than by her
showing them how to do it.

“Eleina, you’re going to watch.”
“What’s Eleina doing, Oscar?”
“Can we look at Oscar’s [work] for a minute? What do you notice . . .?”
“Let’s try it together. Oscar, you point to each one while we count.”
Observing how other students solve a problem—and listening to one another share strate-
gies—is a powerful part of any small-group math meeting. Yet most students don’t come
to class knowing how to do this. In early group meetings, the teacher plays an active role in
getting students to listen and respond to one another’s ideas and words. Getting students
to attend to one another’s ideas in a meaningful way can be exhausting work at first, but
the practice pays off. By the end of the year, Kassia’s students were comfortable sharing
their ideas and comparing and contrasting strategies with much less teacher facilitation.

What Do You Think?
1. In this group, students were initially unsure of what they needed to figure out.

Anticipating misconceptions and stumbling blocks as a part of your planning process
can help you as you facilitate the group. Using a problem you plan to try with a
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group in the near future, think about what misconceptions or stumbling blocks
students may struggle with as they solve the problem. How will your teaching and
questioning help them move toward greater understanding during this group time?

2. What language do you think will be helpful in teaching your students to attend to
one another’s work and ideas? How might you teach them that this process will help
make their own ideas stronger? Try making a list with a colleague of language you
might find helpful in these situations. You can keep this list next to your notes and
refer to it as you plan and teach these small groups.

3. Using a multiplication story problem that is appropriate for your group of learners,
think about what strategies you expect to see from students. What strategy or
understanding would you like to help them move to next? How can you plan a small-
group meeting that will help you with this goal?
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THE SNACK PROBLEM: PERSISTENT PROBLEM SOLVING 
(A SEPARATE PROBLEM)

Beyond the Numbers
In this problem, both Brenda and Mubin demonstrate an understanding of the problem
and a modeling strategy for solving it. As Kassia changed the numbers in this problem, she
was investigating two teaching questions: 1) Could Mubin and Brenda use modeling strate-
gies to solve problems with larger numbers? and 2) Would they shift to a more efficient
counting strategy as the numbers became more cumbersome to model? Brenda can easily
and correctly use a modeling strategy to solve this problem, and although Mubin gets a
little lost in the counting when the numbers are larger, he has a strategy for modeling the
problem. Nevertheless, neither student is using a counting strategy. After this exchange,
Kassia thought a lot about what numbers and teacher language she might use in her next
meeting with these students to help highlight the idea that a counting strategy might be a
more efficient way to solve this problem.

Here are some numbers that might be used in a similar separating type problem:

10, 1: These numbers encourage students to easily count back one (or simply know one
less than a number). The teacher can say, “Oh, so sometimes you don’t have to use
cubes or a drawing to figure out a problem. Tell me how you knew this one so quickly.”
After the students’ explanation, you could ask them if they could use the same strategy
to solve the problem with the numbers 10 and 2.

12, 11: These numbers encourage students to count up from the second number. This
is a strategy that usually comes after counting back, because it does not follow the
action of the story problem.

10, 5: These numbers encourage students to put fact knowledge to work in the context
of a story problem. After students explain their strategy, you can reinforce it by saying,
“So sometimes you can use a fact you know, such as 10 minus 5 is 5, or 5 plus 5 is 10.
That helped you solve this problem quickly and correctly.”

Zooming in on Teacher Language
“How can you make it [the set of cubes] 15 if it’s 17 now?”
When solving the problem with 15 and 5, the numbers went beyond the range within
which Mubin could successfully model this problem. For him, the problem solving really
became about how to construct a set of 15 when there are many more cubes available. Even
though his strategy for correcting the set to make 15 may not have been particularly effi-
cient, it does work, and his persistence in counting and checking is admirable!

What Do You Think? 
1. In this problem, Kassia adjusts the difficulty of the problem by changing the

numbers. What are some other ways you can adjust the difficulty of problems to
differentiate for each group of learners?

2. Brenda is strong in using a modeling strategy to solve this separating type problem,
even as the numbers become more difficult. What might your next steps be for
Brenda? What strategies would you want her to see from peers the next time you
meet with her in a small group?
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THE ORANGE PROBLEM: SHARING STRATEGIES 
(A SEPARATE PROBLEM)

Beyond the Numbers
Rachel’s focus in this small-group meeting is getting students to share their ideas in a
meaningful way. She does this by asking students to paraphrase other group members’
thinking, comment on the written work of fellow group members, and compare their own
thoughts and strategies with those of their classmates. Investing time and effort in teaching
students how to have a strong mathematical conversation will enable them to work
together and move forward in their understandings when Rachel pushes them toward the
next mathematical step.

Zooming in on Teacher Language
“We share so that we can learn from somebody else.”
This simple prompt that Rachel gives students before they share in the whole-group and
small-group settings reminds students of the goal of comparing strategies. Sometimes
students who are inexperienced with these kinds of collaborative discussions may look like
they’re listening to their friend’s strategy, but they aren’t able to take anything away from
what the person has said. Help students become actively engaged in the strategies of their
peers by following up with one of these questions:

“What part of Annabelle’s strategy did you understand?”
or
“How was your strategy similar to or different from Jair’s strategy?”

“Is the number going to be bigger or smaller?”
Before students solve the problem (or even know the numbers in the problem!), Rachel
uses this question to check their understanding of the structure of this problem. If the
students were not sure, or said there would be more oranges at the end of the problem, they
may not fully understand the problem. It would be important to return to this question
after solving it to check whether the students’ thinking had changed.

What Do You Think?
1. In her conversation with Kassia, Rachel describes how she teaches students to

effectively share and compare their ideas and strategies. What steps will you take to
teach this skill to students, and how will you determine whether they have been able
to do this successfully?

2. Try writing a problem you might give this group of students if you were Rachel.
What kind of problem would you give? What numbers would you give them to
support Rachel’s goal of helping them move away from modeling strategies and
toward more efficient ones?
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THE INSECT PROBLEM: SUCCESSFUL MODELING STRATEGIES 
(A JOINING PROBLEM)

Beyond the Numbers
Sometimes students are very hesitant as they begin to work in math exchanges. They may
not feel confident about their ideas, they may not be attending to the work, or they may
really be struggling with the math or the language of the problem. In this math exchange,
Rachel’s student Rene seems unsure of himself as a mathematician. One of Rachel’s goals
as she began this group was to figure out what piece Rene was struggling with and to help
him move forward as a learner.

Zooming in on Teacher Language
“What are we trying to find out?”
Before solving, Rachel asks the children in her group to retell the story problem. She is
especially interested in finding out whether the students understand the problem well
enough to know what they are trying to figure out. Clarifying the goal before solving can
help children decide upon which direction they should go as they get started.

“If you did know, what would you do?”
Sometimes students who lack confidence in their ideas will respond “I don’t know” to just
about any question you ask them. Sometimes they genuinely are not able to respond to
your question, but many times they are able to respond—at least partially—in a way that
gives you insight into their thinking. In this math exchange, Rachel is unsure about how
much of the problem Rene understands. Using the phrase “If you did know” gives Rene
permission, in a sense, to respond partially or to share his thinking even if it may not be
correct.

What Do You Think?
1. Think of a student in your class who might display the same hesitancy in the group

that Rene did. Why do you think this student is displaying this behavior? What might
you do as a teacher to help this student move forward mathematically or in terms of
his or her confidence within the group?

2. What did you notice about each student’s strategy for solving this problem? What
misconceptions did you notice? What might be the next step for each of the students?

3. Michelle’s explanation and recording of her strategy show that she has some
understanding of counting on from the higher number as an efficient strategy,
whereas Rene and Wilson are using less efficient modeling strategies. How might you
plan the next math exchange to highlight and encourage the use of a counting-on
strategy for students who are ready?
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TIME CODES

Introduction 00:00–04:17

Kindergarten

The Jewel Problem: Clarifying Thinking 04:17–14:13

The Candy Corn Problem: Pushing for Understanding 14:14–26:30

The Snack Problem: Persistent Problem Solving 26:31–37:13

Getting Started with Math Exchanges 37:14–40:44

Second Grade

The Orange Problem: Sharing Strategies 40:45–54:13

The Insect Problem: Successful Modeling Strategies 54:14–1:06:28

Afterword 1:06:29–1:09:47

Special Section: Frequently Asked Questions 1:09:48–1:27:39
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